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PT 152 – GLOUCESTER EAST – Chapel Hill 

Summer Route 6 Km Difficulty 1B 

Circle K Gas Mart, 1500 Forest Valley Dr., Ottawa, K1C 6X7 

 

1. Exit the Circle K Store by the gas pumps to the lights at Forest Valley and Orleans Blvd. CROSS 

Forest Valley Dr. and continue a short distance along Orleans Blvd. to the first pave road on the left. 

 

2. Turn LEFT on the paved road, which changes to dirt just past building 6160. Follow the road 

around to a path on the left and the Garage Building 6160. (yes, again the same number) Turn LEFT 

on the path then at the multiple intersections (out of the open) turn RIGHT and go downhill. Keeping 

the chain link fence to your right. The path veers right and left and exits on Des Sapins Garden, no sign 

house #1715 across the street. 

 

3. Turn RIGHT on Des Sapins Garden to the stop sign.  Turn LEFT on Beausejour Dr. to Autumn 

Ridge and turn LEFT. Continue along Autumn Ridge passing Laurelwoods twice to Beausejour Dr. 

and turn LEFT to Hunters Run. 

 

4. Turn RIGHT on Hunters Run to the path just past house #1730. Turn RIGHT on the path, keeping 

left at all intersections, to Hunter Run Dr. (house #1841 on right) turn RIGHT on Hunters Run Dr. (3 

km) to Des Faisans Gate and turn RIGHT.  

 

5. Continue on Des Faisans Gate to Beausejour Dr. and turn LEFT.  At the lights CROSS both 

Beausejour Dr. and Orleans Blvd. and continue along the right-hand side of Maple Run Ave. At end of 

Maple Run Ave. continue ahead on the path, and enter the park between the boulders. At the next 4-

way intersection turn RIGHT passing between play structure and swing set and exit on Meadowglen 

Dr. (Roy Park sign on left and fire hydro across the street). 

 

6. Turn RIGHT on Meadowglen Dr. CROSS Orleans Blvd and continue on Meadowglen Dr. to the 

path on left #5959. Turn LEFT on the path, LEFT at the triple “Y” and LEFT again at the next 

intersection to exit on Du Clairvaux Rd (house #1968 across the street).  

 

7. Turn RIGHT on Clairvaux Rd to the path on the left between house#1954 and 1950. Turn LEFT on 

the path, which exits on La Chapelle St. (house #1872 on right).  VEER RIGHT on La Chapelle St. 

continue to the path by house #1910 and turn RIGHT to Orleans Blvd. Turn LEFT at Orleans Blvd. 

and return to the start. 
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